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From last few years DNA sequencing techniques are advancing. Due to critical nature of DNA related data, data security is one of the biggest concerns in DNA database. This paper gives the review of different methods for security of DNA database. Along with different special features of database security it gives enhanced genetic algorithm used for security in DNA database.
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1. Introduction DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is a chemical which is found in the nucleus of every cell in the human body. It is inherited from both parents and is unique to each individual, with the exception of identical twins. In the 1940s, it is proved that DNA is the principal molecule which carries genetic information from one generation to the next. This was not conclusively established however until 1953, when Watson and Crick deduced the structure of DNA [1]. Each molecule of DNA consists of two strands which coil around each other to form a double helix, a structure like a twisted ladder. Each rung of the ladder consists of a pair of chemical groups called bases (nucleotides), linked together by hydrogen bonds. There are four types of bases known by their initial letters – A, G, C and T. The bases combine in specific pairs; A and T pair with each other and G pairs with C. Hence, the sequence on one strand of the double helix is complementary to that on the other. It is the specific sequence of these bases which constitutes the genetic information. DNA based identification of person advances from 1991 and because of that DNA based identification and paternity testing have almost become commodity. Again the human genome project is the worldwide scientific study having the aim to identify and map the genes of human genome from the corporeal and serviceable position. Most western governments keep databases with DNA profiles of criminal offenders and suspects: In the US, the FBI maintains the CODIS system, storing more than 4.3 million profiles. [2 , 3]. A DNA database is a repository of DNA profiles, generated from biological samples, which can be electronically stored for comparison with profiles generated from material found at the scene of a crime. The primary aim of a DNA database is to link individuals to unsolved offences and unsolved offences to each other by means of DNA profiling. DNA databases may be public or private. DNA fingerprints or DNA profiles are made from the DNA and these are held electronically in the DNA database. Along with persons identification DNA database is used in health care for precise diagnosis of genetic diseases, genetic figure printing for criminology etc. because of various purpose of DNA database, security of DNA database is required. Database security requires both knowledge of database management and security.
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2. Related work on DNA database security DNA database is the database that contains all DNA data.The largest DNA database in the world is CODIS followed by the United Kingdom National DNA Database [5] and thirdly a Californian DNA database [6].The Australian criminal DNA database is called the National Criminal Investigation DNA Database (NCIDD) and the Canadian equivalent is the National DNA Data Bank (NDDB). A national DNA database is a government database of DNA profiles against which law enforcement agencies can match suspect DNA. A genetic genealogy database is a DNA database of genealogical DNA test results. A medical DNA database is a DNA database of medically relevant genetic variations. There has been interest in security of genomic sequence for research purpose. Different techniques are used for security of databases with DNA database. Sesay et al. proposed a database encryption scheme. In this scheme the users are divided into two levels: Level1 and Level2 [7]. Level1 user have access to their own private encrypted data and the unclassified public data, whereas Level2 users have access to their own private data and also classified data which is stored in an encrypted form. Liu et al. proposed a novel database encryption mechanism [8]. The proposed mechanism performs column-wise encryption that allows the users to classify the data into sensitive data and public data. This classification helps in selecting to encrypt only that data which is critical and leaves the public data untouched thereby reducing the burden of encrypting and decrypting the whole database, as result of which the performance is not degraded. Mixed Cryptography Database scheme is presented by Kadhem et al [9]. The technique involves designing a framework to encrypt the databases over the unsecured network in a diversified form that comprise of owning many keys by various parties. In the proposed framework, the data is grouped depending upon the ownership and on other conditions. Earlier anonymization technique is used for protection of DNA database. But it is found that reidentification of anomyzed record is possible with high probability in case of anomyzation preserved genological relation [10]. After that cryptographic privacy preserving techniques have been used for DNA database security. M. Kantarcioglu, W. Jiang, Y. Liu and B. Mali had encrypted the genomic sequences of biomedical research projects by using homomorphic public key encryption key [11].Some authors concentrated on running queries formulated as regular expression on DNA data [12].These approaches are used for protection of full DNA in research setting. Authors P. Bohannon and coworkers consider the protection of forensic DNA database. Each entry in database is encrypted with a key that is derived from DNA data itself [13].The disadvantage of this approach is that it is applicable to forensic testing scenario. After that there is a use of privacy enhancing protocol for privacy of geneology services and research project [14]. Manrose, Rieter, Wetzel (MRW) gives the method of straightening login session for DNA database security by measuring typing speed. The MRW scheme is based on the password, a secrete sharing scheme and two dimensional matrix with some rows and columns where each entry may contain point useful for interpolation. Each row corresponds to some measurement of how user types a letter of password. If an individual does not have routine behavior for password typing, each entry in table further encrypted with users password.



3. Different Techniques Various types of attack may occur on database. Some common security schemes that can be applied to database security.



3.1Cryptography Cryptography is the study and the practice of the techniques where the plaintext which is the readable text get converted to an obfuscated and non-readable text by using the technique of encryption. Various cryptographic algorithm are used for providing security to different databases.



3.2 Hashing Hashing is defined as the transformation of a variable length data into a fixed length string by using hash functions without which the retrieval of the data is not possible.
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3.3 Steganography Steganography is process of concealing sensitive information in any type of cover media.



3.4 Access Control Access control mechanisms restrict the access to the database and its information to outsiders except for the authorized users.



3.5 Mixed cryptography database scheme This scheme involve designing of framework for encryption of database over unsecured network in different forms and it requires different keys from different party for decryption.



3.6 Homomorphic public key encryption This is the cryptographic privacy preserving technique which uses homomorphic public key drivd from the dna database itself.



3.7 Use of genetic algorithm Genetic algorithms are adoptive procedures derived from Darwin’s principle of fittest of natural genetics. Genetic algorithm maintains a population of potential solution of candidate problem. By manipulation of these individual through genetic operators such as selection, crossover and mutation, genetic algorithm evolves towards better solutions over number of generations. Genetic algorithm uses fitness function derived from objective of the optimization problem to evaluate the individual in population. Fitness function is the measure of individuals fitness, which is used to select individual for reproduction. Using genetic algorithm is beneficial as compared to other techniques because it is a robust algorithm. Again it can work on noisy datasets. Instead of using the greedy search technique like other algorithm, genetic algorithm performs the global search of the solution space. Genetic algorithm is having a high degree of autonomy used for discovery of knowledge previously unknown by the user. The disadvantage of genetic algorithm is the necessary frequent evaluation of individual. Benefits and drawbacks The benefit of using genetic algorithm is that it doesn’t required previous knowledge of any rule related with problem-the rule can be found through evolution. This is very useful when the problem definition is complex or loosely defined. Genetic algorithm is faster than other algorithms.The disadvantage of genetic algorithm is that definition of fitness function can be complex sometimes.



4. Conclusion This paper discusses about DNA database and also gives the review about different techniques for DNA database security. From above it is identified that genetic algorithm is also a better option for security purpose of DNA database.
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